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Sammanfattning

Denna studie undersökte fenomenet The Uncanny Valley och huruvida stilisering och 
design kan begränsa de negativa effekterna av det. En undersökning utfördes där 
svarande behövde ranka en serie bilder, vilka var modifierade att bli progressivt 
stiliserade i högre grad, efter visuellt tilltal och realism. Alla nivåer as stilisering såg 
förminskning i realism, medan värden av visuellt tilltal förblev statiska tills de tre 
sista bilderna där det minskade. Möjligtvis kan det finnas sätt att designa karaktärer 
att ha en begränsad grad av realism medan de inte framkallar obehagskänslan 
associerad med The Uncanny Valley.

Abstract

This study investigated the Uncanny Valley and whether using stylization and design 
may mitigate the negative effects of it. A survey was carried out where respondents 
had to rate a series of images, which where edited to be stylized in progressively 
higher degrees, in appeal and realism. All levels of stylization saw small gradual 
decreases in realism, whilst values of appeal remained static until the three last images
where it diminished. Possibly there may be a way of designing characters to have a 
limited degree of realism whilst not evoking the eeriness associated with the Uncanny
Valley.
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1  Introduction

1.1  Introduction

One of the last greatest hurdles facing computer generated imegary (cgi or cg) in film 
and game productions today is creating a digital human indistinguishable from the 
real thing. Though progress has been great the last years, the so called Uncanny 
Valley is often quoted when critics and general public alike describes the impression 
of such characters. Examples include the cg version of young Arnold 
Schwartzenegger in the 2015 movie Terminator Genysis (Prior, 2016) and even more 
recently there is the appearance of a cg Grand Moff Tarkin and Princess Leia in the 
2016 Rouge One: A Star Wars Story (Macmillan, 2016). Fully cartoony characters, on
the other hand, are not affected by this phenomenom, but can despite their unrealistic 
looks often be embraced by audiences as appealing characters (Macdonell et al. 
2012).

One potential way of not decreasing the negative effects of the Uncanny 
Valley may be to stylize features of human characters in order to give them more 
appeal. This study will try to gather data on what degrees of stylization can be used to 
stay outside of the uncanny valley without becoming apparently cartoony. 

1.2  Objective

Creating hyperrealistic characters is not only difficult, it may also produce negative 
responses from the audience. To try and bypass this a theoretical background has to be
gathered on the Uncanny valley and it's causes, as well as new data which will be 
interpreted using the collected theoretical knowledge. The hope is that the results of 
this study may provide advice for modern cg-production and any other applicable 
instances. The intention is to collect useful data to assist the artistic production of a 
video game or movie, by avoiding the discomforting uncanny valley and making the 
audience feel drawn in by the characters on-screen. The main issue will be: can 
stylization and design help mitigate the effects of the Uncanny Valley whilst still 
retaining a measure of realism?

1.3  Limitations

The methods presented will not cover or try to find out what is required for 
surmounting the uncanny valley by creating a perfect cg human. Rather, the goal is to 
find methods that help elevate designs up from the uncanny valley, not by making 
them indistinguishable from a real human, but by  identifying and addressing potential
sources of the uncanny and eerie by more artistic means. Also, animations and their 
impact on creating realistic imegary will not be covered in any larger extent, though 
some theoretical background will be provided and discussed. This is in part due to 
that the development of mo-cap technology have made full-body animations virtually 
completely realistic, but also because facial animation, with all it's subcomponents 
(like deformation, texture alteration etc.), is a too large and complicated subject to 
cover and create any worthwhile research on considering the scope of this report. The 
focus of the report will be on the human face.
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2  Theory

2.1  The Uncanny Valley

The Uncanny Valley is orginally a concept theorized by Masahiro Mori in an article 
aptly titled The Uncanny Valley in 1970. The article discusses that as robots or 
prosthetics approach human likeness the familiarity of them initially increases, as well
as the likeability. When reaching an abstract point of human likeness, however, they 
become a bit too familiar whilst also not being perfectly human, which then causes 
uneasiness and feelings of disgust for a viewer. This human-likeness and likeability 
correlation can be plotted out on a graph (Fig. 1), and the dip where likeability drops 
near to human likeness is called the uncanny valley. Only untill near percect human 
likeness is achieved does an object escape the valley to become likeable again. Even 
though Mori wrote this on a completely theoretical standpoint the term has spread to 
be used within other contexts than robot-human interaction, most notably within the 
cg-industry. (Kätsyri et al. 2017, McDonnell et al. 2012, Zell et al. 2015)

Though mori himself had not conducted any empirical experiments to arrive at
his theory when he first wrote his article, there have since then been some research 
within the subject. In a recent study experiments were carried out where respondents 
rated mechinical vs human quality and likeability of a large series of images of robots.
A complementary experiment in the same study respondents were instructed to place 
money wagers on robots in an investment game, the results of this were used to add to
the results of the other experiments. The produced results of this study did show 
correlation to the hypothetical curve that Mori theorized (Mathur et al. 2016).

The available research is however generally inconclusive as to whether the 
phenomenom is even real or as significant as it is assumed to be. In another study 
participants had to rate several videos of robots with various degrees of human 
likeness, and a human, by familiarity vs strangeness, and mechinical vs human 
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Figure 1: The Uncanny Valley as Mori visualized it in 1970



likeness. Though some results pointed to Moris original hypothesis there were 
indications that the variance of the collected ratings suggested that eeriness within 
humanlike robots isn't only based on the degree of human likeness, even when 
considering motion (Macdorman, 2005).

In another study in where instead of evaluating robots participants had to 
evaluate and categorize edited images of people the results showed no correlation to 
the uncanny valley hypothesis. The study does not however claim that it ruled it out as
a possible phenomena, rather it set out to test presumed notions about the hypothesis 
in order to enable future research. (Cheetham et al. 2014)

2.2  Possible components of the Uncanny Valley

As more research has accumulated, some suggest that the Uncanny Valley phenomena
is the result of a spectrum of aspects that affect the “eeriness” of a character, and that 
simply naming human likeness as the only important factor is insufficient. 
(MacDorman, 2005. Ho et al., 2008.) Following are some of the main hypothetical 
factors that contribute to or are the reason behind the eeriness attributed to the 
Uncanny Valley phenomena.

2.2.1  Mortality salience

Viewing an artifical human being, closely resembling to but not quite looking human, 
reminds people of death, and therefore the reaction is fear and/or disgust. The theory 
goes that seeing something totally inanimate and essentially dead behave like it was 
living, even though it clearly isn't, makes the viewer more aware of their own 
mortality. Though popular, this theory have only been evaluated at one instance to the 
knowledge of the present study. At that one time, however, the results indicated 
towards that the hypothesis was correct. (MacDorman, Hiroshi. 2006, Mori. 1970)

2.2.2  Pathogen avoidance

The feelings behind an uncanny valley reaction may be that humans have an 
evolutionary instinct which makes us quick to spot small differences in another 
person. The theory is that this evolutionary mechanism help identify anomalies with 
other humans which can be signs of disease, and since humans are likely to have 
transmittable diseases, the instinctual feeling is one of disgust and avoidance. 
(Macdorman et al. 2009)

2.2.3  Cognitive and perceptual dissonance

Many studies have given suggestions that Uncanny Valley eeriness stems from a 
cognitive and/or perceptual process. Though the there is a difference between the 
particular mechanisms behind these proposed processes, the theories of why these 
produce discomfort are very similar. In a general manner this process can be crudely 
simplified as following: When observing e.g. an android, there are visual cues that are
human. However, parallel to the indications of humanity, many unhuman cues are 
picked up as well. The disfluency and confliction between these cues causes 
uneasiness and uncertainty, and produces a dislike for the object causing this reaction. 
As stated there are many theories and nuances to this simplification, such as 
Categorization Disfluency (Carr et al. 2017), Cognitive Dissonance (Mathur et al. 
2016), Violation of Expectation, categorical uncertainty and many others (Wang et al. 
2015). 
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2.2.4  Perceived emotion

Though not an actual component of the Uncanny valley, this mechanism may effect 
whatever rating a character might get on likeability and familiarity, meaning it can 
displace or alter the effect of already present Uncanny Valley aspects. 

The perceived/experienced emotion of a human-like character affects the 
familiarity and likeability that an audience attributes to it. Robots that show positive 
emotions generally elicits the same feelings in their viewers, something which plays a 
part when survey participants rates familiarity and likeability (Mathur et al, 2017). 
The same effect has been observed when using cg-humans as stimulants in surveys 
(MacDonnell et al, 2012) This is probably based on the same psychological effects 
that makes a person generally more trusty towards strangers if the stranger smiles and 
shows positive emotion. (Scharlemann et al, 2001) This indicates to what may be an 
intuitive point, that ratings of likeability and familiarity isn't plainly based on 
appearance, meaning likeness to a real person, but that eeriness can be mitigated or 
exacerbated depending on the expression and emotion of e.g. a robot or cg-human. 

2.3  Stylization/design around the Uncanny Valley

Though the Uncanny Valley remains a popular term there are some objections as to 
it's significance, nature and actual existance at all. Hanson, 2006, suggest in his 
research that avoiding the uncanny valley is more a matter of design rather than being 
something unavoidable when closing into human likeness on robots. The experiment 
that derived those conclusions were based on a survey where subjects had to rate a 
series of images of a robot morphing gradually into a human. Intially there was an 
Uncanny Valley dip hinted, but by designing the morphed images to be more 
appealing, this was avoided. His work also features documented reactions quite 
opposite to that of what Mori theorized. After spending first hand contact with a robot 
closely attempting to replicate the appearance of writer Philip K. Dick people seemed 
more entertained by the robot than intimidated, and when interviewed a majority 
stated that the robot didn't feel eerie and that they enjoyed the encounter (Hanson, 
2006). I another study led by Hanson, part of the conclusion, based on the results of 
another survey using filmclips and morphing images, states that “[...] for realistic 
robots to be appealing to people, robots must attain some [...] aestethic refinement.” 
and that amongst other things [...] art is needed to achieve this objective.” (Hanson et 
al, 2005. p30)

In an attempt to gather data on what levels and kinds of stylization is most 
effective Zell et al. (2015) carried out a variety of experiments. Using photoscans of 
two humans, one male one female, they created cg-variations of their faces by 
manipulating the stylization, or cartooniness, degree of shape and texture. They found
that shape is what generally is the primary giveaway for a characters degree of 
cartooniness, but that the stylization/detail level of texture can have a strong effect on 
appeal and eeriness of a character. Minor edits to the original shape were generally 
given a higher rating of appeal, as well as mildly smoothed out skin textures, whilst 
still retaining a high rating of realism. Another experiment was carried out much in 
the same way, but now with expressions on the faces shown to respondents. 
Interestingly enough the results from the first experiments were mostly consistent to 
these results, except from the expression showing anger. This poses some further 
inquiry to the previously mentioned Percieved Emotion effect, if it in fact really does 
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affects the feeling of familiarity and eeriness as an artifical character closes into 
human appearance.

Results from a study led by Macdorman (2009), in which cg-generated 
human-like faces were used, supports the previously mentioned results. Apart from 
bringing up some question if the Unacnny Valley phenomena is as simple a matter as 
just depending on human likeness, it was also clear that detailed textures paired with 
shapes that didn't match a real face's proportions and features produced increased 
feelings of eeriness and discomfort. Unfortunately there were no conclusions as to if 
stylization/design could mitigate the same feelings.

McDonnell et al (2012) showed that, contradicting Moris theory, cartoony 
characters were percieved to be as, or more, appealing as realistic characters were, not
less appealing. The same study also suggests that it isn't “render style” that is critical 
in creating a succesful character within realistic cg movies, giving freedom for 
creating more stylized characters. 

All in all there is evidence to suggest that the Uncanny Valley isn't something 
insurmountable, and that a bridge of design may help cg-characters and robots alike to
travel above the valley as they approach total human likeness.
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3  Survey of Stylization and Appeal

3.1  Overview of terms

In this current study appeal has broader definition than what may be used most often 
in colloquial speech. When used in the current context, appeal follows mostly the 
definition: ”the quality in someone or something that makes him, her, or it attractive 
or interesting” (Cambridge Dictionary). This means that even an unattractive 
character may be appealing, if it captivates the interest of a viewer. Appeal is the 
ability/potential for a character to project a story or feeling that enhances and 
complements the overall storytelling.

Stylization can mean several things. Often it may refer to a design adhering to 
certain style, like fantasy, sci-fi, horror etc. In this context however, stylization will 
refer to the simplification and exaggeration of form and texture in an artistic manner.

3.2  Method

Taking the gathered information into account a small survey was carried out to bring 
some tentative first-hand data on the relationship between realism and appeal. The 
survey was in the form of an internet-based quantitative survey spread through social 
media. The visual stimuli of the survey was a series of six images of a human, five 
were edited in different degrees of stylization, one was left unedited. The survey itself
was created using Google Forms. Respondents had to rate each image on stylization 
on a 1 to 10 scale, 1 being no stylization and 10 being very noticable stylization. They
also rated the appeal, 1 being little or no appeal, 10 being very appealing. No 
additional data was collected. 

3.3  Creation of material

The original image was found on the internet, free and no attribution needed to use. 
Using Adobe Photoshop CC five variations of the original image was created, each 
incrementally stylized. Care was taken to not go into the realm of total cartoonyness 
but to stay somewhat within realism. Shape was edited to exaggerate and enhance 
already present features in the original image. In addition to reducing the detail 
somewhat on the skin on the stylized images, colors were also exaggerated and added 
to provide extra variation and degrees of stylization to the image.

Notable shape features that were exaggerated are angle and size of eyes, 
corners and width of head and jaw, overall flatness of the cranium, larger nose, and 
clearer indications of skin folds around the mouth and nose, and hollowed out cheeks. 
Major modifications of color were redness on cheeks and nose, blue on chin and jaw 
and more saturated eyes.

The six images were put in two rows in an arbitrary order to make it harder to 
distinguish between the different stylization levels (Figure 2.).

The chosen picture is that of a burly male, with a neutral expression. This 
picture was chosen over pictures of other people like younger men/women or a child 
to keep the stylization to fall within designs that can be considered ineherently 
attractive or cute. Editing a child or young woman may often result in enlarging the 
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eyes, shrinking the nose and overall create more cute features that may interfere with 
ratings of appeal. The current picture was chosen in order to more easily steer away 
from such stylistic decisions. 

3.4  Critique of method

As stated above, any data and deductions made from this survey will be most 
tentative. The major reason is first and foremost that there was a fairly limited number
of respondents. A larger number of peoples opinions would provide a better base to 
try and get a sense of what the general public might actually think. Add to this that no 
social information about the respondents, like age, gender, nationility etc. was 
collected, so there is no way to know if the results are representative to the general 
public or just for a limited social group.

A qualitative survey could also have been used to complement the quantitative
result. This would have helped provide more in depth data to help and find out the 
underlying reasons behind the ratings given in the survey.

All in all, much could be improved. However, for this current papers scope the
survey can still provide material and insight useful when interpreted using the 
collected theory. 
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4  Results

The survey was open for seven days and there were 31 responses in total. The original
order of stylization degree of every image were from 1, least stylized, to 6, most 
stylized:

1 : E
2 : A
3 : C
4 : F
5 : D
6 : B

For easy referencing later these images will be called 1E, 2A, 3C, 4F, 5D and 6B. 
Below are the average values of stylization and appeal gathered from the survey for 
all of the images.
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5  Discussion

5.1  Discussion of survey results

The first most noticable result is that the ratings of stylization increased almost a 
linear fashion between every image. Though this result may not at all be a surprise, it 
confirms that stylization and total realism can't be achieved at the same time. 
Obviously, even tiny adjustments of stylization is noticable. It does however prove 
that the that the degrees of adjustment of shape and color progressed the stylization 
according to intuitive thinking. One may look at the difference in result between 2A 
and 3C and find a suggestion of a jump in the value of the ratings. It is hard to draw 
any real conclusions from this, but mainly it is probably the difference in texture 
appearance that produced that jump. In 2A there are hardly any visible lines of 
shadowing on the face, whilst there are clear such indications in 3C. If there had been 
more steps between 2A and 3C, maybe this jump hadn't appeared at all. This may 
suggest that there is a higher sensitivity to stylization in texture than to shape. 
However, that is a very tentative hypothesis, and shape may very well have played a 
big role too since there are noticable differences between the two images in that 
aspect as well.

 The results of the appeal part of the survey is more interresting however. The 
first three degrees of stylization are all virtually similarly appealing on a value of just 
under 6, whilst the following results linearely decay to a value of 3. Interrestingly 
enough the series of images may have produced effects mentioned earlier which 
contribute to the Uncanny Valley. One effect that might have caused the dip in appeal 
may be a particular design choice taken at image 4F missing in previous images. The 
blue under the eyes may actually give the impression of an unhealthy person, which 
according to the pathogen avoidance hypothesis will give negative ratings on appeal. 
However, it may also be the case that it is at this point where the stylization simply 
goes too far from the original shape too remain likeable, meaning that 
perceptual/cognitive dissonance reactions take over since the shape and textures are 
still semihuman but also clearly divergent from a real human. Any appeal there was 
will decay beyond that point since the difference between the cartoony looks and 
realistic original material create too much dissonance to remain likeable.
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What is clear, however, is that slight stylistic adjustments doesn't hurt the 
appeal of a character, even if the stylization is noticed. It may be worth to factor in the
kind of character produced for this study, as well. If the source material had been a 
more conventionally attractive person, which could've been stylized accordingly with 
larger eyes, defined jawline and other features generally considered attractive, maybe 
the appeal would in fact have gone up during a few steps of stylization. Though the 
rating was that of appeal, which is a broader and more inclusive term than 
attractiveness, attractiveness may very well play a large part when creating appeal for 
a character.

5.2  General Discussion

The current study set about to try and find evidence for the hypothesis that the 
Uncanny Valley effect could be mitigated by design and stylization. Clearly, people 
are sensitive to even minor degrees of stylization and the effect on realism. It is still 
unclear however if good design, even within low levels of stylization, can cause 
appeal to rise. It seems plausible however, considering the theorized issues of the 
survey material stated above, that some characters may get more appeal using slight 
stylization. If that is the case, then someone who wishes to design a cg-character, or 
robot, may find it worthwhile to step back a little on realism to create more appeal and
avoid falling into the Uncanny Valley. This is some ways supports what Mori first 
adviced in 1970, that designers should try and conquer the first peak in his 
hypothetical graph, before trying to scale the second peak, a process which Mori 
called ”Escape by Design”. However, Mori's apprehension of the Valley seems to be 
exaggerated when the results of the current survey is considered. Yes, there was a dip 
in realism from even very slight stylization. However, only a small dip, the realism 
rating is still quite high. Furthermore, contrary to Moris prediction, the appeal still 
stayed at the same level and didn't dip into the dreaded eeriness of the valley. Maybe 
there exists a more true Escape by Design, where contrary to Moris' more resignated 
approach of aiming to the first peak, one may actually close into the second peak 
without jeopardizing the likeability of a character.

However, the available research is contradicting. Kätsyri et al. (2017) tried to 
evualuate the Uncanny Valley effect by carrying out a survey with visual samples of 
characters from movies with either semrealistic, cartoony or live-action characters. 
Very fitting to Moris hypothesis the cg-character rated most realistic also rated as the 
most eerie (the main character in Beowulf, 2007). Further making things more 
complicated, a study conducted by McDonnel et al in 2012, a cg-human variation 
rendered in a very stylistic way scored the highest rating for appeal, also having high 
ratings of familiarity whilst realism was relatively low. Furthermore the highest 
ratings of both familiarity and realism belonged unsurprisingly to the most 
realistically rendered humans. Contrary to Moris theory they still retained a strong 
value of appeal, but at the same time they also got slightly lower ratings of likeability 
and trustworthiness than the stylized version mentioned earlier, which could be 
interpreted as adhering to the Uncanny Valley phenomena.

Even though the results are mixed, increase in appeal through stylization 
seems plausible, if one also takes into account the research reviewed earlier in the 
study along with the suggestions of the survey. But why can stylization or design have
this effect? Perhaps stylization helps giving more life to a character in a sense. By 
adding more artistic designs the connotations of a dead person related in the mortality 
salience hypothesis are cancelled out. This may also be the case concerning pathogen 
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avoidance. Considering perceptual dissonance and associated effects, the slight 
stylization may help to hide other features that aren't perfectly realistic, by lowering 
the psychological expectations of the viewer from that of a perfect human, their 
cognitive and perceptual processes aren't as critical when observing a less-than-
human character. 

5.3  Future investigation

Though it provided some interesting data, the survey was flawed in many aspects. 
With the results of this entire study in mind there is great potentiall to improve upon 
the method to get clearer and more useful data.

Firstly the material for the survey was rather simplistic. Though this maybe 
suits the scope of this paper, more series of images focusing on different aspects of 
stylization (separating form and texture, for example) could have provided more 
interresting data. Some theoretical background grounded in empirical data in how to 
create appealing characters could also have helped creating more consistant images. 
More sequences of different characters would  have provided more useful data as 
well, and may have helped sorting out possible error sources, such as how much 
character attractiveness plays a role when rating appeal etc. 

The design of the survey should also be adjusted to collect social data of 
respondents, and every image used as material should have been indivudually 
presented in random. A greater effort to distribute the survey would help get more 
people to answer and ensuring a more diverse group of  respondents representable to 
the general population, giving the results higher credibility.

Along with this, a control experiment would've also been helpful to help orient
the edited images within the Uncanny Valley. As of now, there are no real indications 
as to where within the Uncanny valley these images actually fall, if the exist to the 
right or the left of the valley. A set of images designed to evoke the uncanny valley 
could also have been produced, rated and then been used as a control measurement for
the edited/stylized images.

Furthermore, using the term Appeal may be a confusing and misdirecting term 
when trying to research around the Uncanny Valley, given the results of both this 
survey and others (McDonnel et al 2012). The term is mainly useful from an artistic 
point of view, but when used in a survey the term may be too vague and nuanced to 
provide consistent answers from a large group of people. Appeal also has a duality 
about it in which even extremely unattractive characters (like zombies) can have high 
appeal to an audience if they elicit the desired emotions and tells the story in a good 
way. Though this probably didn't interfere with the current survey and study in a 
greater extent, since the character was obviously a human and the design wasn't 
directed to make the character explicitly unattractive, it is still a term that could've 
been replaced or complemented with other measurements. Terms like likability, 
uneasiness, familiarity may help provide better results in a future study.
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6  Conclusion

All in all the Uncanny Valley is a complicated phenomenom, several different effects 
seem to be the reason behind it. However, there are some tentative indications that 
using design and stylization one may come quite close to the second peak in Mori's 
Uncanny Valley graph whilst not falling into the valley. Stylization is a tool with it's 
limitations though, since it is noticable even at low levels. Therefore, using stylistic 
design on a cg-character should be avoided when producing e.g. a digidouble in an 
otherwise live-action movie. Design may prove an answer, however, not to creating a 
perfect robot or cg-human, but to create appealling and convincing characters for 
instances where some artistic license can be forgiven, like in contemporary 
videogames.
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